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CRISIS TO CREATIVITY:

What’s Next on the Path to Resilience.

On the last day of July 2020, amid a worldwide pandemic, the United States launched the most complex and capable
rover ever bound for Mars. On February 18, 2021, 203 days and 293 million miles later, Perseverance landed in the Red
Planet’s Jezero Crater.
Perseverance. The perfect name for an amazing mission launched against the odds when an end to a devastating global
pandemic was barely in sight.
Then, in April, the solar-powered helicopter, Ingenuity, took its first flight. At four pounds, 19 inches tall, with two 4-foot
rotor blades, Ingenuity rose above the challenges of Mars’ thin atmosphere and gravity just a third of Earth’s.
We in the acquisition community know that Ingenuity and Perseverance are products of intense, ongoing collaboration
between industry and government, just as all NASA missions are. The space agency spends more than 80 percent of
its budget buying goods and services. It took decades of contracting creativity to lift the rover out of an Earthly crisis to
triumph on Mars.

Creativity. Collaboration. Resilience.
These hallmarks of the American spirit carry us as we emerge from the greatest challenge of our lifetimes. We gather at
World Congress 2021 in the mountain heights of Denver and virtually across the ethernet to celebrate the contracting
achievements that got us here and are paving the path to a post-COVID world.
Emerging from crisis through creativity, we’ve:
• Learned much more about how to overcome risks in our supply chains.
• Discovered how to remotely accomplish contract management basics—from video proposals to Zoom source
selections and negotiations to remote contract administration;
• Found ways to lower federal market barriers for small and innovative nontraditional government suppliers;
• Grown more confident and skilled in using innovative FAR and commercial contracting techniques;
• Become more attuned to the challenges and capabilities of our counterparts across the negotiation table;
• Sought diversity in thought, race, gender, experience, expertise, age, origin, profession, orientation, background,
and more to craft smarter, stronger, and more successful contracts
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World Congress 2021 builds on ingenuity and creativity by presenting in-person and virtual “inside the contract”
play-by-plays in supply chain management, workshops on small business challenges and opportunities, breakouts on
business skills for a changing market, and refreshers on enduring contracting competencies.
Join your community at World Congress. Put the ingenuity and perseverance that have helped us emerge from crisis to
work building the creative and resilient contracting we need to shape the future.

About World Congress 2021

World Congress 2021 is an integrated, in-person, and virtual event, giving you the option to connect face to face or dive
deep with virtual sessions to jumpstart that big idea.

Ready to connect Face to Face?
Join us at the Gaylord Rockies in Denver, Colorado! Experience education sessions and networking with your peers
and speakers while connecting simultaneously with virtual participants through your mobile device. We have been
working closely with the Gaylord Rockies to stay up to date on the new protocols and elevated practices, in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic and keeping with their high standards of cleanliness and commitment to providing excellent
service. We will be informing all in-person attendees on specific procedures as the event gets closer.

Prefer to stay virtual?
If you can’t get away from the office but still want to experience World Congress, then the virtual option is perfect
for you. Watch live educational sessions and connect with peers from the comfort of your computer or you can watch
replays of the sessions you missed on your own.

World Congress Education Tracks
Business Skills
Companies and agencies in the government market need contract management professionals with the financial acuity of
CFOs and the business skills of CEOs. These breakout sessions will hone skills needed on both sides of the negotiation
table, providing insights and knowledge about the drivers behind the contracts we manage.

Contracting Competencies
The pandemic called on the best of our contracting skills and creativity. Compliance challenges and regulation changes
never stopped, so we need to catch up and build our knowledge from Buy American and CMMC to other transactions
and building the buying team.

Power to the Solution Makers Innovation Alley
Take a look inside the contracts and behind the scenes at tools, techniques and adaptations in use by innovators
today. Meet CACI’s Mr. FARboto, the bot who manages flowdown clauses for subcontract and supplier orders, hear
how IRS contract managers transformed a request for a dozen BPAs into a single $2.6 billion, seven-year task order
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touching almost every tax system, climb inside the Army Applications Lab for a closeup look at an autonomous robotics
solicitation that drew proposals from 40 innovators completely new to the defense market, and hear from the Logistics
Agency, government’s biggest user of robotics process automation, about their broad array of procurement bots.

Leadership Exchanges
Is it crisis or opportunity, culture vs. strategy? Does customer experience matter? What’s the future of virtual contracting?
Join your colleagues for crackling conversation and enlightening engagement during guided leadership discussions.

Small Business
Persevering, innovative, job-creating small businesses are the backbone of the U.S. economy and key suppliers and
subcontractors to government. We’ll take prime contractor and government contract managers behind the curtain to
learn more about how these small but mighty firms tick. We’ll also introduce everyone to the challenges of a new breed
of small business.

Supply Chain
The COVID-19 pandemic has illuminated all the weaknesses, risks, logjams, and adversary infiltration in the supply
lines providing critical U.S. goods and services. We’ll cover the waterfront, from pandemic Warp Speed lessons to legal
requirements to technology fixes to a look into the flow of the future and more.

Benefits of Attending

• Innovative learning formats and engaging spaces that foster
knowledge exchanges.
• The opportunity to network and connect with your peers.
• Earn up to 60 CPE/CLP
• Design your own education experience with your professional
objectives in mind.
• Exceptional education content taught by some of the most
innovative, inspiring, and creative leaders in the contract
management and acquisition community.
• Access to electronic breakout session slide decks to brief
colleagues upon return.
• A complimentary one-year NCMA membership (nonmembers only), beginning August 2021, with access
to member pricing for other trainings and events, our award-winning CM Magazine monthly, and our online
Collaborate community where members help members with contracting challenges.

Additional Information

For the latest information on main stage speakers, breakout sessions, and other agenda items, visit the World Congress
2021 website ncmaworldcongress.org.
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World Congress 2021
Justification Letter
Template
<Date>
Dear <Supervisor’s Name>:
I would like to attend NCMA’s World Congress 2021, July 25–28, at the Gaylord Rockies in
Aurora, CO—the nation’s premier education event for contract, procurement, and acquisition
professionals. The training event will enable me to attend several education sessions that
are directly applicable to my work and will allow me to network with a variety of like-minded
professionals, contract experts, and colleagues from around the nation. Many of the presentations
are tailored to the <your area of focus> profession and give information on how to <list benefits
to your responsibilities>. I can receive up to 60 CPE/CLP if I participate in all the sessions.
<Insert the track titles or session selections that most apply to your responsibilities.>
<The dollar amounts in brackets below will need to be adjusted to reflect the current pricing.
All registration fees are listed here. The travel costs vary as well and should be changed to
reflect your costs.>

Here is the breakdown of training event costs:
•

Roundtrip Airfare: <$xxx>

•

Registration fee:<$xxx>

•

Transportation:<$xxx>

•

NCMA Included in registration fee

•

Hotel:<$xxx>

•

Membership: (nonmembers only)

•

Meals:<$xxx>

The opportunity for me to build my network and gain knowledge in specific areas of <your area
of focus> makes my attendance at NCMA’s World Congress 2021 an excellent investment for
<name of your organization>.
Sincerely,
<Your Name Here>
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